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Modern computer networks make it possible to 
distribute documents quickly and economically by 
e l e m " ( *  means rather tham by conventional paper 
means. However. the widespread adoption of electronic 
distribution of copyrighted muterial is currently impeded 
by the euse of illirit copying und dissemination, In this 
puper W O  propose techniqu t>s h u t  discourage illicii 
distribution hv embedding each document with U unique 
codeword. Our encoding techniques are indiscernible by 
rruders. yei enable us to identifi th8e sanctioned 
recipient of U document by emminution qf a recovered 
docurneni. We propose three coding methods, describe 
one in drtail, und present experimental results showing 
that our identifieution techniques are highly reliable, 
ellen ufter docwments have been photocopied. 
1. Introduction 
Electronic distribution of publications is increasingly 
available through on-line text databases, CD-ROMs, 
computer network based retrieval services, and 
electronic libraries [Lesk90, Lynch90, Basch91, 
Arms92, Saltzer92, Fox931. One electronic library, the 
RightPages' Service [Hoffman93. Stoiy92. 
O'Gorinan92I. has been in place within Bell 
Laboratories since 1991, and lhas recently been installed 
at the University of Califomia in S a n  Francisco. 
Electronic publishing is being driven by the decreasing 
cost of computer processing and high quality printers 
and displays. Furthermore, the increased availability of 
low cost, high speed data communications makes it 
possible to distribute electronic documents to large 
groups quickly and inexpensively. 
While photocopy infnngements of copyright have 
always concerned publishers, the: need for document 
security is much greater for electronic document 
distribution (Garrett91, Vizard931. The s a "  advances 
that make elcctronic publishing and distribution of 
documents feasible also increase the threat of 
"bootlegged" copies. With far less effort than it takes to 
copy a paper document and mail it to a single person, am 
electronic document can be sent to a large group by 
electronic mail. In addition, while originals and 
photocopies of a paper document cLm look and feel 
different, copies of electronic documents are identical. 
In order for electronic publishing to become 
accepted, publishers must be assured that revenues will 
not be lost due to theft of copyrighted materials. 
Widespread illicit document dissemination should 
ideally be at least as costly or difficult ;is obtaining the 
documents legitimately. Here we define "illicit 
dissemination" as distribution of  documents without ihe 
knowledge of - arid payment to - the publisher; tltiis 
contrasts legitimate document distribution by ihe 
publisher or the publisher's electronic documtmt 
distributor. This paper describes a ineatns of discouraging 
illicit copying and dissemination. A document is marked 
in an indiscernible way by a codeword identifying ihe 
registered owner to whom the document is smt. I f '  ;I 
document copy is found that is suspected to have been 
illicitly disseminated, that copy can be decoded and ihe 
registered owner identified. 
The techniques we describe here are complementary 
to the security practices that can be applied to ihe 
legitimate distribution of documents. For example, ;I 
document can be encrypted prior to transmission across 
a cornputer network. Then even if the tlocuinent file is 
intercepted or stolen from ;t database, i t  remains 
cnreadable to those not possessing the decrypting kt:y. 
The techniques we describe in this paper prcwiide 
security ajier a document has been decrypted. and is thus 
reatdible to all. We also briefly describe a cryptographic 
protocol in Section 3 of this paper to secure ihe 
document transmission process. 
1 .  RightPages is a trademark of AT&T 
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In addition to discouraging illicit dissemination of 
documents distributed by computer network, our 
proposed encoding techniques can also make paper 
copies of documents traceable. In particular, the 
codeword embedded in each document survives plain 
paper copying. Hence, our techniques can also be 
applied to "closely held" documents, such as 
confidential, limited distribution correspondence. We 
describe this both as a potential application of the 
methods and an illuslration of their robustness in noise. 
2. Document Coding Methods 
Document marking can be achieved by altering the text 
formatting, or by altering certain characteristics of 
textual elements (e.g., characters). The goal in the 
design of coding methods is to develop alterations that 
are reliably decodeable (even in the presence of noise) 
yet largely indiscernible to the reader. These criteria, 
reliable decoding and minimum visible change, are 
somewhat conflicting; herein lies the challenge in 
designing document marking techniques. 
The marking techniques we describe can be applied 
to either an image representation of the document or to a 
document format file. The document format file is a 
computer file describing the document content and page 
layout (or formatting), using standard format description 
languages such as PostScript2, TeX, @off, etc. It is from 
this format file that the image - what the reader sees - 
is generated. The image representation describes each 
page (or sub-page) of a document as an array of pixels. 
The image may be bitmap (also called binary or black- 
and-white), gray-scale, or color. For this work, we 
describe both document format file and image coding 
techniques, however we restrict the latter to bitmaps 
encoded within the binary-valued text regions. 
Common to each technique is that a codeword is 
embedded in the document by altering particular textual 
features. For instance, consider the codeword 1101 
(binary). Reading this code right to left from the least 
significant bit, the lirst document feature is altered for bit 
1, the second feature is not altered for bit 0, and the next 
two features are altered for the two 1 bits. It is the type 
of feature that distinguishes each particular encoding 
method. We describe these features for each method 
below and give a simple comparison of the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of each technique. 
2. PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc 
The three coding techniques that we propose 
illustrate different approaches rather than form <an 
exhaustive list of document marking techniques. The 
techniques can be used either separately or jointly. Each 
technique enjoys certain advantages or applicability as 
we discuss below. 
2.1 Line-Shift Coding 
This is a method of altering a document by vertically 
shifting the locations of text lines to encode the 
document uniquely. This encoding may be applied 
either to the format file or to the bitmap of a page image. 
The embedded codeword may be extracted from the 
format file or bitmap. In certain cases this decoding can 
be accomplished without need of the original image, 
since the original is known to have uniform line spacing 
between adjacent lines within a paragraph. 
2.2 Word-Shift Coding 
This is a method of altering a document by horizontally 
shifting the locations of words within text lines to 
encode the document uniquely. This encoding C M  be 
applied to either the format file or to the bitmap of a 
page image. Decoding may be performed from the 
format file or bitmap. The d o d  is applicable only to 
documents with variable spacing between adjacent 
words. Variable spacing in text documents is commonly 
used to distribute white space when justifying text. 
Because of this variable spacing, decoding requires the 
original image - or more specifically, the spacing 
between words in the unencoded document. See Figure 
1 for an example of word-shift coding. 
-f 
Now is the time for all men/women to ... 
Now is the time for all men/women to ... 
Figure 1 - Example of word-shift coding. In a), the top 
text line has added spacing before the "for," the bottom 
text line has the same spacing after the "for." In b), these 
same text lines are shown again without the vertical lines 
to demonstrate that either spacing appears natural. 
Consider the following example of how a document 
might be encoded with word-shifting. For each text line, 
the largest and smallest spacings between words are 
found. To code a line, the largest spacing is decremented 
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by some amount and the smallest is augmented by the 
same amount. This maintains the text line length, and 
produces little qualitative change to the text image. 
2.3 Feature Coding 
This is a coding method that is applied either to a format 
file or to a bitmap image of iI document. The image is 
examined for chosen text features, and those features are 
altered, or not altered, depending on the codeword. 
Decoding requires the oniginal image, or more 
specifically, a specification of the change in pixels at a 
feature. There are many possible choices of text features; 
here, we choose to alter upward, vertical endlines -. that 
is the tops of letters, b,  d ,  Ii, etc. These endlines are 
altered by extending or shortening their lengths by one 
(or more) pixels, but otherwise not changing the endline 
feature. See Figure 2 for an example of feature coding. 
Figure 2 - Example shows feature coding performed 
on a portion of text from a jourinal table of contents. In a), 
no coding has been applied. In b), feature coding has 
been applied to select characters. In c), the feature 
coding has been exaggerated to show feature 
alterations. 
Among the proposed encoding techniques, line- 
shifting is likely to be the niost easily discemible by 
readers. However we also expect line-shifting to be the 
most robust type of encoding in the presence of noise. 
This is because the long lengrhs of text lines provide a 
relatively easily detectable feature For this reason, line 
shifting is particularly well suited to marking documents 
to be distributed in paper form, where noise can be 
introduced in printing and phottmpying. As we will 
show in Section 4, our experiments indicate that we can 
easily encode documents w i t h  line shifts that 'are 
sufficiently small1 that they are not noticed by the  casual 
reader. while still retaining the ability to decode reliably. 
We expect that word-shifting will be less discernible 
to the reader than line-shifting, since the spacing 
between adjacent words on ,a line is often varied to 
support text justification. Feature encoding can 
accommodate a particularly large number of sanctioned 
document recipients, since there are frequently two or 
more features available for encoding in each word. 
Feature alterations are also largely indiscernible to 
readers. Feature encoding also has the additional 
advantage that it can be applied directly to image files. 
which allows encoding to be introduced in the absence 
of a format file. 
A technically sophisticated "attacker" C M  detect that 
a document has been encoded by any ot the three 
techniques we have introduced. Such an attacker cain 
also attempt to remove the encoding (e.g., produce ;U) 
unencoded document copy). Our goal in the design oi 
encoding techniques is to make successtul attacks 
extremely difficult or costly. We will return to ;I 
discussion of the difficulty ot dcfeating each of our 
encoding techniques in Section 5. 
3. Transmission Security by Cryptographic Protorol 
A publisher CM distribute documents as either image or 
format files. The coding methods described above are 
intended to discourage illicit copying and dissemination 
of read7ble images. However. before a docurnen1 IS to he 
displayed or printed (e.g., dunng transmission on ai 
computer network), the document can he sec ured by 
k ing  encrypted. Though this paper pnmarilv describes 
image coding methods, we briefly describe ,I complcte 
system for document security using ai cryptographic 
protocol proposed to secure transmitted documrnn 
against theft [Choudhury931. 
The proposed cryptographic techniques for document 
distribution use both public key and secret key 
cryptography. Each document recipient has a public kcy, 
P K  , with which anyone can cncode information, antl ai 
private key, SH, with which only thc reiiprent a n  
decode the information. The publisher first sc lids the 
recipient a program to process a document. The progriun 
is changed often. to reduce the value of reveiw 
engineering the program. The program includes a secret 
key, SD, that is encrypted with P R ,  so Ihat only ihe 
individual with S R  can run the program antl recover SII. 
The document that is transmitted by the publisher is 
encrypted so that S D  is required to receive i t .  4lthough ;I 
user may be willing to share the program and document. 
i t  is assumed that S R  is too valuable to pvi: away. 
Perhaps it is the same key that is used in .I signature 
system to charge purchases of docurnents. ( I t  is unliki.ly 
that anyone would give his credit card to a person who is 
unscrupulous enough to violate the copyright  la^ s.) 
The information transmitted by the publisher 
includes a unique identification number antl ii format 
file. The same format file is transmitted to every 
recipient, which rnakes things easier for the publisher by 
keeping document preparation and secure tlistributi'on 
separate. The program on the recipient's computer 
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- requests S R  from the recipient, 
- uses S R  to decrypt S D ,  
- uses S D  to decrypt the identification number and 
- generates the image file with the identification 
This example illustrates that the image encoding 
techniques introduced in this paper may be viewed as 
one component of a larger, secure document distribution 
system. 
format file, and 
number encoded in the image. 
4. Implementation and Experimental Results for Line- 
Shift Coding Method 
In this section we describe in detail the methods for 
coding and decoding we used for testing the line-shift 
coding method. Each intended document recipient was 
preassigned a unique codeword. Each codeword 
specified a set of text lines to be moved in the document 
specifically for that recipient. The length of each 
codeword equaled the maximum number of lines that 
were displaced in the area to be encoded. In our line- 
shift encoder, each codeword element belonged to the 
alphabet (- 1, + 1, 01, corresponding to a line to be 
shifted up, down or remain unmoved. 
Though our encoder was capable of shifting an 
arbitrary text line either up or down, we found that the 
decoding performance was greatly improved by 
constraining the set of lines moved. In the results 
presented in this paper, we used a differential (or 
difference) encoding technique. With this coding we 
kept every other line of text in each paragraph unmoved, 
starting with the first line of each paragraph. Each line 
between two unmoved lines was always moved either up 
or down. That is, for each paragraph, the lst, 3rd, 5th, 
etc. lines were unmoved, while the 2nd, 4th, etc. lines 
were moved. This encoding was partially motivated by 
image defects we will discuss later in this section. Note 
that the consequence of using differential encoding is 
that the length of each codeword is cut approximately in 
half. While this reduces the potential number of 
recipients for an encoded document, the number can still 
be extremely large. In each of our experiments we 
displaced at least 19 lines, which corresponds to a 
potential of at least 219 = 524,288 distinct 
codewords/page. More than a single page per document 
can be coded for a larger number of codeword 
possibilities or redundancy for error-correction. 
Each of our experiments began with a paper copy of 
an encoded page. Decoding from the paper copy first 
required scanning to obtain the digital image. 
Subsequent image processing improved detectability; 
salt-and-pepper noise was removed [O’Gorman92] <and 
the image was deskewed to obtain horizontal text 
[O’Gorman93]. Text lines were located using a 
horizontal projection profile. This is a plot of the 
summation of ON-valued pixels along each row. For a 
document whose text lines span horizontally, this profile 
has peaks whose widths are equal to the character height 
and valleys whose widths are equal to the white space 
between adjacent text lines. The distances between 
profile peaks are the interline spaces. 
The line-shift decoder measured the distance 
between each pair of adjacent text line profiles (within 
the page profile). This was done by one of two 
approaches - either we measured the distance between 
the baselines of adjacent line profiles, or we measured 
the difference between centroids of adjacent line 
profiles. A baseline is the logical horizontal line on 
which characters sit; a centroid is the center of mass of a 
text line profile. As seen in Figure 3, each text line 
produces a distinctive profile with two peaks, 
corresponding to the midline and baseline. The peak in 
the profile nearest the bottom of each text line is taken to 
be the baseline. To define the centroid of a text line 
precisely, suppose the text line profile runs from SCM 
line y, y + 1, , to y + w, and the respective number of 
ON bitdscan line are h(y ) ,  h ( y + l ) ,  a . .  , h ( y + w ) .  
Then the text line centroid is given by 
Y M Y )  + . . .  + ( Y + w ) h ( Y + w )  . (3.1) 
The measured interline spacings (i.e., between adjacent 
centroids or baselines) were used to determine if white 
space has been added or subtracted because of a text line 
shift. This process, repeated for every line, determined 
the codeword of the document - this uniquely 
determined the original recipient. 
We now describe our decision rules for detection of 
line shifting in a page with differential encoding. 
Suppose text lines i - 1 and i + 1 are not shifted and text 
line i is either shifted up or down. In the unaltered 
document, the distance between adjacent baselines, or 
baseline spacings, are the same. Let si - l  and si be the 
distances between baselines i - 1  and i ,  and between 
baselines i and i +  1, respectively, in the altered 
document. Then the baseline detection decision rule is: 
h ( y )  + * * a  + h ( y + w )  
i f s i - l  >si  : decide line i shifted down 
ifsi-1 <s i  : decide line i shifted up (3.2) 
otherwise : uncertain 
1 Oa.2.4 
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Figure 3 - Profile of a recovered document page. Decoding a page with line shifting requires measuring the distances 
between adjacent text line centroids; (marked with 0 )  or baselines (marked with +) and deciding whether white space has 
been added or subtracted. 
Unlike baseline spacings, centroid spacings between 
adjacent text lines in the original unaltered document are 
not necessarily uniformly spaced. In centroid-based 
detection, the decision is based o n  the difference of 
centroid spacings in the altered and unaltered 
documents. More specifically, let s,-~ and s,  be the 
centroid spacings between lines i - 1 and i, and between 
lines I and i + 1, respectively, in the altered document; let 
1 . and t , be the corresponding centroid spacings in the 
unaltered document. Then the centroid detection 
&cision ride is: 
s,-,-t ,- ,  > s - t ,  decidelineishifieddown 
decide line i shifted up (3.3) otherwise 
An error is said to occur if our decoder decides that a 
text line was moved up (down) when it was moved down 
(up). In baseline detection, a second type of error exists. 
We say that the decoder is uncertain if it cannot 
determine whether a line wa.. moved up or down. Since, 
for our encoding method, every other line ils moved and 
this information is known to the decoder, false a l " m  do 
not occur. 
4.1 Experimental Results for Line-Shift Coding 
We conducted two sets of experiments. The firs1 set 
tested how well line-shift coding works with different 
font sizes and different line spacing shifts in the presence 
of limited, but typical, image noise. The second set 
tested how well a fixed lint: spacing shift could be 
detected as document degradation became increasingly 
severe. In this section, we ffirst describe these 
experiments and then present our results. 
The equipment we used in both experiments was as 
follows: a Ricoh FSlS 400 dpi Flat Bed Electronic 
Scanner, Apple Laserwriter IIntx 300 dpi laser printer, 
and a Xerox 5052 plain paper copier3. The printer and 
copier were selected in part because they are typical of 
equipment found in wide use in office environments. 
The particular machines we used could be characterizd 
as being heavily used hut well maintamed. 
Writing the software routine to implement a 
rudimentary line-shift encoder for a PostScript input file 
was simple. We chose the PostScript format because: 1 )  
it is the most common Page Description Language in use 
ioday, 2) it enables us to have sufficiently fine control of 
text placement, and 3) it permits us to encode documents 
produced by a wide variety of word processing 
applications. PostScript describes the document content 
;I page at a time. Roughly speaking, it specifies ihe 
content of a text line (or text line fragment such ;IS a 
phrase, word, or character) and identifies the location lor 
the text to be displayed. Text location is specified by (in 
x-y coordinate representing a position on a virtual page. 
'Though it depends on the application software 
generating the PostScript, text placement can ~vpically 
be modified by as little as U720 inch (approxiinately 
1/10 of a printer's "point"). Most personal laser printcrs 
in common use today have ahout half this resolution 
(e.g., U300 inch). 
'3. Xerox and 5052 are trademarks of Xerox Corp. Apple and 
LaserWnter are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Kicoh and 
FSl are trademarks of Ricoh Cop 
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4.1.1 Variable Font Size Experiment The first set of 
experiments each used a single-spaced page of text in the 
Times-Roman font. The page was coded using the 
differential encoding scheme. We performed nine 
experiments using font sizes of 8, 10, or 12 points and 
shifting altemate lines (within each paragraph) up or 
down by 1, 2, or 3 pixels. Each page of 8, 10, and 12 
point size text extended for 23, 21, and 19 lines, 
respectively. Different numbers of encoded lines per 
page arise naturally, since as the font size dccreases, 
more lines can be placed on the page, permitting more 
information to be encoded. Since our printer has a 300 
dpi resolution, each pixel corresponds to 1/300 inch, or 
approximately one-quarter point. Each coded page was 
printed on the laser printer, then copied three times. We 
will refer to the laser printed page as the 0th copy: the 
nth copy, n21 ,  is produced by copying the n - 1st copy. 
The third copy was then decoded to extract the 
codeword. That is, we electronically scanned the third 
copy, processed the bitmap image to generate the profile, 
processed the profile to generate the text line spacings 
(both baseline and centroid spacings), and detected the 
codeword using these measurements and rules (3.2-3). 
The results of the variable font size experiment were 
extremely good for all cases. Using the centroid 
detection method, all line shifts were successfully 
detected without error. Using the baseline detection 
method, all line shifts for the 10 point font size were 
successfully detected without error. All line shifts of 2 
and 3 pixels were also detected without error for the 8 
and 12 point size cases. For 8 point size text with 1 
pixel spacing, 18 of 23 line shifts were correctly 
detected, though the remaining 5 line shifts were deemed 
uncertain. For 12 point size text with 1 pixel spacing, 
18 of 19 line shifts were correctly detected, while 1 line 
shift was incorrectly detected (i.e. 1 error). In summary, 
both baseline and centroid approaches detected without 
error for spacings of at least 2 pixels: the centroid 
approach also had no errors for a 1 pixel spacing. 
Though it is not apparent from the results we have 
stated, it is noteworthy that some variability will occur 
in the detection performance results, even in repeated 
"decoding" of the same recovered page. This variability 
is due in part to randomness introduced in electronic 
scanning. If a page is scanned several times, different 
skew angles will ordinarily occur. The skew will be 
corrected slightly differently in each case, causing 
detection results to vary. 
To illustrate this phenomena, we rescanned in the 
test case (8 point text, 1 pixel spacing) 3 additional 
times. The initial text line skew angle (i.e., before 
deskewing) differed for each scan. In the three rescans, 
we observed the following decoding results under 
baseline detection: 5 uncertain, 3 uncertain and 1 error, 
and 6 uncertain. The line spacings that could not be 
detected or were in error varied somewhat across the 
retries. This suggests that there may be some decoding 
performance gained by scanning a single page multiple 
times, and combining the results (e.g., averaging). 
4.1.2 Plain Paper Copying Experiment For the second 
set of experiments, we encoded a single-spaced page of 
text using differential encoding. We used a 10 point 
Times-Roman font, and a 1 pixel line shift. Twenty-one 
lines were shifted on the page. We then made repeated 
copies (the lst, ..., 10th copy) of the page, and used each 
copy in a separate experiment. Hence, each successive 
experiment used a slightly more degraded version of the 
same text page. 
Detection results were surprisingly good. The 
centroid detection method successfully detected all 21 
line shifts for each generation of photocopy (through the 
10th copy). The baseline detection method successfully 
detected all lines on every copy generation, with the 
following exceptions: 1 error was made on the 4th, 5th, 
6th, 7th and 10th copy, 2 errors on the 9th copy: 1 
uncertain on the 3rd, 4th, 'and 10th copy, 2 uncertains on 
the 7th copy, and 4 uncertains on the 8th copy. In 
summary, the baseline detection method successfully 
detected at least 16 line shifts on each copy generation. 
Though further testing must be done to understand 
better how the coding is affected by noise, our results 
indicate that, for baseline decoding, detection errors and 
uncertainties do not increase monotonically with the 
number of copies. Further, the line spacings that could 
not be detected correctly varied somewhat from copy to 
copy. This suggests that line spacing "information" is 
still present in the text baselines, and can perhaps be 
made available with some additional processing. 
We have reported the uncoded error performance of 
our marking scheme. But the 21 line shifts used in the 
experiment were not chosen arbitrarily. The 21 line 
shifts comprised 3 concatenated codewords selected 
from a Hamming (7,4) block code, a 1-error correcting 
code. Had we chosen to make use of this error 
correction, roughly each third of a page would have been 
protected from 1 error. Many, but not all, of the baseline 
decoding errors and uncertainties would have been 
corrected by this encoding. Of course, using an error- 
correcting code would require increasing the number of 
line shifts to produce the same maximum number of 
uniquely encoded documents. We expect to use error 
correction to increase detection performance in future 
experiments, particularly those where text displacements 
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are smaller than those we have considered here. We also 
expect that interleaving codewords across one or more 
pages will improve overall detection performance. 
Our experimental results reveal that centroid-based 
detection outperforms baseline-based detection for pages 
encoded with sinall line shifts (i.e., 1 pixel) and subject 
to large distortion. This performance difference arises 
largely because baseline locations are integer-valued, 
while centroid locations, being averages, are real-valued. 
Since baseline locations are determined by detection of ;I 
pe,& in the text line profile, this location can be of low 
;iccuracy when the peak is not sharp due to some page 
skew, noise, a short text line, etc. A single scan line error 
in locating a text baseline is sufficient to introduce a 
detection error when text lines are encoded with a 1 
pixel shift. 
Though the use of centroids is less subject to certain 
imaging defects than are baselines, baseline coding 
provides other benefits. In particular, encoded 
documents c,m be decoded without reference to the 
original, unaltered document. A secure document 
distributor would then be relieved of the need to 
maintain a library of original document centroid 
spacings for decoding. Of course, both detection 
techniques can be used jointly to provide d particularly 
robust, low error probability detection scheme. 
1.2 Discussion and Implications of Image Defects 
Iniage defects [Baird92] resulting from plain paper 
copying are all too familiar to the reader. We now briefly 
discuss the defects most significantly affecting our 
detection results. Our discussion is largely qualitative - 
a inore quantitative discussion of image defects and their 
physical underpinnings is bt:yond the scope of this 
paper. 
The primary troublesome defect we encountered was 
text line skew, or the rottition of text lines about a point. 
In most experiments we observed skew angles between 
I- 3", +lo]. Text line skew w;s largely removed by 
iniage rotation, at the expenrie of the introduction ot 
some distortion due to bilinear intt:rpolation of sampled 
data. 
Blumng also increased with the number of copies 
produced. However, blurring seemed to have 
surprisingly minor implications in detection 
performance. It is possible that blurring introduces noise 
in a symmetrical fashion on text lines, so it does not 
contribute significantly to displacing centroid locations. 
Plain paper copies were produced at the copier'y 
nominal "copy darkness" setting; blurring typically 
increases with copy darkness. As the number of copies 
increased, copy darkness generally varied over a page; 
regions of severe fading were sometimes observed. It is 
unclear whether blurring or fading is inore detrimental to 
decoding performance. 
Expansion or shrinking of copy size IS another 
potential problem. It is not unusual to discover a 4 %  
page length or width change after 10 copies. Further, 
expansion dong the length and width of a page can he 
markedly different. Copy size changes forced us to use 
differential encoding - that is, encoding information in 
the relative rather than absolute shifts between adjacent 
text lines. 
4.3 An Analytical Noise Model 
In this subsection we present a siinple model of the noise 
affecting text line centroids. We distinguish t n o  types 
of noise. The first type of noise models the distortion in 
printmg and scanning the document; the second type 
models the distortion in copying. This second type of 
noise increases with the number of copies while the first 
type does not. 
An unaltered page of text with N + 1 text l i n t s  yields 
n + 1 vertical coordinates y , . . . . y n +  I ,  that represent 
the centroids of the text lines. measured froin, say. the 
top page margin. The centroid spacings, or distance in 
scan lines between adjacent centroids, are given by 
t ,  = Y ! + l  -- it, I =  I ,  . . .n (4.1) 
Hence, for detecting line-shifts, ;I page of N + I text lines 
IS effectively described by n centroid spacings 
The ith line spacing shift c ,  IS positlve if extra space 
has been added, negative if space has been suhtractrd. 
and zero otherwise. This line spacing shift changes the 
original ith centroid spacing from 1, to I ,  + c L  Let 4 
be the ith centroid spacing in the j t h  copy of ai) altered 
document. The printer noise, v , ,  models the cumulative 
effect (on the ith centroid spacing) of distortiton 
introduced by printing, scanning, and iinage processing. 
We assume that the printer noise v ,  is strictly &iitive 
'and logically distorts the centroid spacings of the 
original paper copy 10 
sy = f i  + ci + v i ,  i = 1 ,  ' . . . t i ,  (4.2) 
where v,, i = 1. . . . ,n, are independent and identically 
distributed Gaussian random variables. This assumption 
is supported by our measurements, which yield a mean 
of pI =0.0528 pixel and variance of o: = 0.140 pixel'. 
Let N{ be the random noise that surntnaim the 
cuinulative effect of skewing, scaling. and otlier 
photographic distortions introduced on the I th centroid 
spacing 4-l by making the jth copy. Then the centroid 
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spacings on thejth copy are 
4 = 4-i + N:, i = l ; . . , n ,  j = 1 ; . . , ~ .  (4.3) 
Hence, the centroid spacing $ is corrupted by the 
cumulative noise: 
$ = SP + (Nf + + N j ) .  (4.4) 
Since the physical processes of printing, scanning, and 
image processing are independent of copying, we will 
assume that the random variables v i ,  i = 1 , . . . , n, are 
independent of N ; ,  i = l ; . . , n ;  j = l ; . . , K .  Our 
measurements suggests a surprisingly simple statistical 
behavior for the random copier noise. The noise 
components N;, j =  1,2,  . . - ,K, are well approximated 
by i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with mean 
p2=0.066 pixel and variance 0;=0.017 pixel'. Hence, 
the centroid spacing $ on thejth copy is 
$ = sp + qj,  i = l ,  . . .  ,n, (4.5) 
where q; is Gaussian with meanjp2 and variancejo;. 
We now combine printer noise and copier noise to 
estimate the "bit" error probability under centroid 
detection. Consider three adjacent, differentially 
encoded text lines labeled such that lines i - 1 and i + 1 
are unshdted while line i is shifted (up or down) by 1 c 1 
pixels. The corresponding centroid spacings $ - I  and 4 
on the jth copy are 
.$-I. = ti-1 + c + v,-l  + 171-1 (4.6) 
(4.7) .$ = t i  - c + vi + qj, 
where q; are defined as in (4.5). 
Next define the decision variable 
D (vi-l  -vi)+(qjy1 -qi). Since the random 
variables v i - l ,  v i ,  q{-l, q{ are mutually independent, 
the variable D is Gaussian with zero mean and variance 
2(O: +io;>. 
Now suppose the jth copy of the document is 
recovered and is to be decoded. Applying (4.6-7) to the 
centroid detection decision rule (3.3) and simplifying 
yields 
$0 > - 2c : decide line i shifted down 
Hence, the probability that a given line shifted by 1 pixel 
is decoded in error is 
otherwise : decide line i shifted up. (4.8) 
p(decide up sh$t I down shift) p(down shifr) + 
p(decide down sh$t I up  shift) p(up shift) (4.9) 
= p ( D I - 2 )  p(down shift) + p ( D  > 2 )  p(up shift) 
= p ( D  >2).  (4.10) 
The error probability is easily evaluated using the 
complementary error function. Using the measurements 
& = O .  140 pixel2 and 0;=0.017 pixel', the probability 
that a 1 pixel line shift is decoded in error is only 
approximately 2 % on the 20th copy. 
5. Detecting and Defeating Image Encoding 
It appears that all document coding schemes, including 
the ones introduced in this paper, can be detected and 
defeated. Successful attacks on encoded documents 
arguably involve substantial technical sophistication and 
effort. The sophistication of successful attacks can vary, 
introducing various tradeoffs. For example, document 
presentation quality may be sacrificed by the process of 
removing an encoding. An extreme case is for an 
attacker simply to obliterate an encoding by adding 
enough noise to render an image undecodeable, 
however, this may also render the document illegible or 
marginally legible. 
Hence our objectives in designing attack-resistant 
image coding schemes are ideally to 
1. ensure that substantial effort is required to a 
remove a document encoding, and 
2. require that a successful attack will result in a 
substantial loss of document presentation quality. 
In short, the "cost" of theft should exceed the cost of 
obtaining a document legitimately. In practice, however, 
we can realize the above objectives only in part. But 
establishing any barrier to illicit copying and 
dissemination provides a greater level of document 
security than publishers now enjoy. 
We next describe some illustrative techniques to 
defeat our document marking methods. We comment on 
their efficacy and ease of implementation, though we 
acknowledge that there is a lack of accepted measures to 
gauge the degree of difficulty necessary for each attack. 
We also discuss approaches to detect the presence of 
document coding, though it is generally not necessary to 
detect the presence of an encoding to defeat it. 
5.1 Defeating the Line-Shift Coding Method 
Though line shifts are difficult for the casual reader to 
discern, they may be found relatively easily by manual 
or automatic measurement of the number of pixels 
between text baselines. An attacker can invoke a pixel 
magnifying glass (a common computer graphics tool) 
and manually count pixels between adjacent text lines on 
a page. If adjacent text lines (within a paragraph) are 
nonuniformly spaced, then the attacker can surmise that 
encoding has been performed, and precisely measure the 
displacement introduced by the encoding. 
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Certain pattern recognition tools, such as the 
horizontal projection profile, can be used to determine 
text line spacing automatically. The projection profile is 
;I summation of the “on“ pixels along each row in an 
nmage; each text line has a corresponding peak in the 
profile. Therefore, the spacing between adjacent peaks 
ideally gives text line spacing. However, complications 
can arise in measuring spacing automatically. For 
instance, if a document is skewed (line orientations not 
exactly on the horizontal), then the accuracy of spacings 
measured by the projection profile will decrease. If a 
document has multiple columns, each column must first 
bc. extracted to measure it’s line syacing. 
Line-shift coding can be eliminated by respacing 
lines either uniformly or randomly. This requires either 
manual or automatic cut-and-paste of lines. This process 
is difficult to automate if the document contains figures 
or multiple columns, or is skewed. Respacing lines 
randomly runs the risk of further decreasing (increasing) 
line spaces that are already short (long), possibly 
enabling a casual reader to notice that the document has 
been t pered . 
If a document marked with line-shifting is 
dismbuted in paper form, it is particularly challenging to 
remove the encoding. Of course an attacker can return 
each page to the electronic domain by scanning, use the 
above methods, then reprint the document. Removing 
the encoding from a paper document which itself is a 
photocopy is even more challenging. Image defects such 
as component blurring, salt-and-pepper noise, and non- 
linear tr:nslatlon within a page, all can potentially 
combine to disrupt w automated attack. 
5.2 Defeating the Word-Shift Coding Method 
The prescnce of word spacing encoding can be detected 
in either of two ways. One way is to know or ascertain 
the spacing algorithm used by the formatter for text 
justification. Actual spaces between words could then 
be measured and compared to the formatter’s expected 
spacing. Spacing differences resulting from this 
comparison would reveal the location and size of text 
displacements. The second way is to take two or more 
distinctly encoded, uncorrupted documents and perfonn 
a page by page pixel-wise difference operation on the 
corresponding page images. Such a comparison would 
quickly indicate the presence of word shifts, and the size 
of the word displacement. 
An attacker can eliminate the encoding by respacing 
shifted words back to the original spacing produced 
under the formatter’s rule. An alternative attack is 
merely to apply random horizontal shifts to all words in 
the docuinent not found at column edges. Word shifting 
can be done manually using cut-and-paste graphics tools, 
though producing a document without severe 
presentation degradation would be time-consuming and 
painstaking. To perform word-shifting automatically, 
each text baseline must first be found (perhaps as 
described in Section 5.1), then individual words 
segmented, and their spacing ch,anged along the 
baselines. Words CM be segmented by comparing intra- 
word character spacing to inter-word spacing. However, 
current segmentation methods are prone to errors 
introduced by font changes, font size changes, symbols, 
equations, etc. These complications would likely requnre 
manual inspection and intervention for repair, again a 
time-consuming and painstaking process. 
5.3 Defeating the Feature Coding Method 
A document to be feature coded would first be subjecl to 
feature randomization prior to encoding. That IS. 
character endline lengths would be randomly lengthened 
or shortened, then altered again to ernbed a specific 
codeword. Using this approach, the location of encoded 
features can not be ascertained from Inspection of a 
smgle document, because the original endline lengths are 
unknown. Of course, the encoded featwe Icxations can 
be ascertained by obtaining two or inore distinctly 
encoded, uncorrupted documents, and performing a page 
by page pixel-wise difference operation on the 
corresponding page images. 
It is interesting to note that a purely random 
adjustment of endline lengths is not ;I particularly suong 
attack on this coding technique. Yet feature encoding 
can be defeated by using pixel processing tools to adjust 
each endline length to a fixed value (e.g. the maximum 
or minimum of the range of lengths observed in 
multiple, distinctly marked copies ut a document). This 
would obviously be painstaking to do manually. 
particularly since the number of feature changes 
introduced in a document can be large (e.g. 1 feature 
change per word). This attack can be performed 
automatically, however it can be made more challenging 
by varying the particular feature to be encoded. 
To conclude we note that even the most powerful 
automated attacks can be somewhat 1rustr;ited by 
introducing impediments within marked documents 
designed primarily to increase their resistance to attack. 
For example, word shifting might be used in addition to 
feature coding, simply to frustmte an attacker’s attempts 
to align corresponding pixels between two distinctly 
encoded page images. Introducing enough of these 
impediments to automated attacks might ensure tlhat 
some manual intervention is required by the altacker. 
Finally, note that possession of a document with 
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markings either altered or removed indicates that the 
document has been obtained illicitly. For many users 
this is sufficient reason to obtain the document from the 
legitimate source. 
6. Summary 
Making and disseminating illicit copies of documents 
can be discouraged if each of the original copies is 
unique, and can be associated with a particular recipient. 
Several techniques for making text documents unique 
have been described. One of these techniques, based on 
text-line shifting, has been described in more detail. A 
set of experiments was conducted to demonstrate that 
small variations in line spacing indiscernible to a casual 
reader can be recovered from a paper copy of the 
document, even after being copied several times. 
In our experiments, the position of the odd numbered 
lines within each paragraph remained the same while the 
even numbered lines were moved up or down by a small 
,amount. By selecting different line shifts, information 
was encoded into the document. To retrieve the 
information from a paper copy, the document was 
electronically scanned and analyzed. Two detection 
methods were considered, one based on the location of 
the bottom of the characters on each line, and the other 
based on the center of mass of each line. The advantage 
of using baselines is that they are equally spaced before 
encoding and the information can be retrieved without 
reference to a template. The centers of mass of the lines 
are not equally spaced, however, this technique has been 
found to be more resistant to the types of distortion 
encountered in the printing and copying process. 
The differential encoding mechanism was selected 
because the types of distortion that have been 
encountered have canceled out when differences 
between adjacent lines are considered. In the 
experiments, the lines in the document were moved up 
or down by as little as 1/300 inch, the document was 
copied as many as ten times, then the document was 
scanned into a computer and decoded. For the set of 
experiments that has been conducted, the centroid 
decoding mechanism yielded an immeasurably small 
error rate. Though experiments are ongoing, we beiieve 
that sufficient data has been obtained to be convinced 
that we can identify an intended recipient from a copy of 
an encoded document as long as it remains legible. 
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